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Introduction
Background and Context
For over 14 years, Clear Creek County has been contemplating the development of a trail
system on open space land in the Floyd Hill area. However, lack of public access from the south
limited opportunities for trail connections. In 2017, Clear Creek County and Jefferson County
jointly acquired 108-acres near Floyd Hill for open space conservation and the development of
recreation trails. This parcel provides access to over 600 acres of open space owned by Clear
Creek County. The Floyd Hill Open Space area is located along the Clear Creek –Jefferson County
line just north of Interstate 70 (I-70) (see Figure 1). The proposed open space area will also
provide trail connections to other existing open space properties, Jefferson County’s Clear
Creek Canyon Park, and the Peaks to Plains Trail.
In recent years, rapid population growth along Colorado’s Front Range has resulted in
tremendous pressure on existing trails and open space infrastructure. Many of the mountain
biking and hiking trails in the Front Range foothills are crowded resulting in degraded
experiences and resource damage, and there is a clear need for more trails to provide new
opportunities and to disperse users. In the meantime, Clear Creek County is actively
transitioning to a recreation based economy, making the creation of a robust trail network a
high priority. This project provides Clear Creek County the opportunity to create a new trail
system, as part of a large network, that will create a new outdoor recreation amenity while
providing important regional trail connections.

Goals for this Plan
This master plan establishes the framework to plan, develop, and manage a new trail system in
the Floyd Hill study area. The goals of the Floyd Hill Open Space Trail Master Plan are to:
• Develop a multi-use, natural-surface trail system that will provide outdoor recreation
opportunities for mountain bikers, hikers, trail runners, dog walkers, and other visitors.
• Identify a regional trail connection between Floyd Hill, the Peaks to Plains trail in Clear
Creek Canyon, and other nearby trail systems.
• Provide a new outdoor recreation destination that relieves pressure on other Front
Range trail systems, along with a backyard experience for nearby residents.
• Expand recreational opportunities while also preserving scenic vistas and wildlife
habitat.
• Provide high-quality trail experiences through the use of modern and innovative trail
design and management techniques, including single use trails, directional trails, and
bike-oriented design.
• Support the development of a recreation-based economy in Clear Creek County.
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View to the west from the top of the front ridge.

Study Area
The Floyd Hill trail study area is located on the eastern edge of Clear Creek County, bounded by
the I-70 corridor to the south and Clear Creek Canyon/US 6 to the north (study area). The
terrain is characterized by an open, south-facing ridgeline above I-70, with a secondary ridge
extending to the east above Clear Creek Canyon. From these ridgelines, steep slopes dominated
by thick forests, rock outcrops, and cliffs plunge into the canyon. Elevations range from about
6,920 feet along Clear Creek to 8,595 feet at the crest of the south ridgeline.
The study area consists of about 650 acres of open space land. The Floyd Hill parcel (108 acres)
is jointly owned by Clear Creek County and Jefferson County Open Space (JCOS), while the
remaining areas are owned by Clear Creek County, including the Elmgreen Property and the
Oxbow parcel. Clear Creek Canyon Park, owned and managed by JCOS, abuts the study area to
the east and extends along the canyon for about eight miles. The Centennial Cone Park
Mayhem Gulch Trailhead, also JCOS, is located on the north side of the canyon, about 0.5 mile
east of the study area.
Within Clear Creek Canyon, the paved Peaks to Plains Trail extends from the east, through the
Tunnel 5 oxbow, and currently terminates at a trailhead along US 6. This trail currently begins at
the Big Easy Trailhead, about 2 miles to the east, and incorporates the Mayhem Gulch Trailhead
(JCOS) and the Cannonball Flats parking area. Plans are in place by Clear Creek County to extend
the trail to the west towards Tunnel 6 and the Lone Star Mine site in the northwest corner of the
study area.
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Figure 1. Study Area Context

Study
Area

Existing Features and Conditions
The study area consists of undeveloped open space land.
Several features related to past and current land uses are
evident, including the following:

Features from Former Land Uses
•

•

•

Roads – From the Floyd Hill entry point, a two-track
road climbs through the study area to reach the top
ridge. (Several sections are excessively steep and
eroded). A second road accesses this point from
private land to the east.
Transmission Line – A large, regional transmission
line crosses the North Floyd Hill property traversing
east-west midway up the slope.
Canyon Wagon Road – Remnants of an old wagon
road are found along the northern edge of the study
area in Clear Creek Canyon. This road bed has many
gaps and appears to have never been completed.
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•
•

Lone Star Structures – Two structures exist in the Lone Star area of Clear Creek Canyon,
a large cinder block building and a small log cabin.
Other Features – Several faint trails and features in the canyon show evidence of past
human uses.

Modern Improvements
•
•

•

Peaks to Plains Trail – The paved Peaks to Plains regional trail was recently built along
the northern edge of the study area, and is slated to be extended to the west.
Floyd Hill Trail – Approximately one mile of natural surface singletrack trail was recently
constructed on the North Floyd Hill property. This is the first phase and existing
component of the proposed trails system for this area.
Rock Climbing – Several bolted rock climbing routes have been recently developed on a
large, prominent outcrop on the western edge of the study area “The Aqueduct.”
Several other well-established climbing areas existing along US 6 and Clear Creek.

Old Wagon Road bed above the Oxbow in Clear Creek Canyon.
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Policy and Planning Guidance
An open space and trail network in the Floyd Hill area has been envisioned by Clear Creek
County for many years, and is documented in the following:
•

•

•

•

•

•

North Floyd Hill Conservation Easement and Intergovernmental Agreement (2017) –
Documents pertaining to the conservation and management of the North Floyd Hill
parcel include provisions for the development of trails and trail connections on the
property (see North Floyd Hill Parcel Guidance below).
Floyd Hill Trail Concept Plan (2017) – Prior to this planning process, the Colorado
Mountain Bike Association worked with Clear Creek County to develop a conceptual
plan for the study area, identifying about 18 miles of trails.
Clear Creek County Master Plan (2017) – The master plan includes a goal to provide a
high-quality regional and connected open space, parks, trails, and recreation facilities
system. The master plan also includes strategies to design park and recreation facilities
that minimize impacts to the environment, and promote interconnectivity between
County and Forest Service trails, as well as trails in adjacent jurisdictions (Clear Creek
County 2017a).
Oxbow Parcel Master Plan (2011) – This plan for the Peaks to Plains Trail within the
Oxbow parcel includes natural-surface “mountain bike” trails extending over the oxbow
ridge to the east (in the northwest corner of this study area), and from the oxbow south
to the Elmgreen Homestead parcel (Wenk 2011).
Clear Creek Greenway Plan (2005) – This plan for the paved Peaks to Plains Trail in Clear
Creek County includes objectives to provide a hierarchy of trails, and connections to
mountain bike trails (Clear Creek County 2005).
Elmgreen Trail Plan (2004) – This early planning effort envisioned several miles of interconnected trail loops on the Elmgreen Homestead property, with connections down to
the future Clear Creek Greenway (e.g., Peaks to Plains Trail) (Clear Creek County 2017b).

North Floyd Hill Parcel Guidance
The North Floyd Hill parcel is jointly owned by Clear Creek County and JCOS, purchased with
GOCO and county open space funds, with a conservation easement held by Mountain Area Land
Trust (MALT). This management and stewardship of this parcel is generally guided by a
conservation easement and an intergovernmental agreement.
Conservation Easement
The conservation easement contains restrictions on the use and development of the property,
which are intended to protect its open space and conservation values (ERO 2017). The
conservation values of the property include:
•
•
•

Outdoor recreation and education of the general public, including public access for
recreation and education and a trail connection to adjacent lands.
Relatively natural habitat, including grassland, woodland and forest habitat for wildlife.
Scenic enjoyment, including scenic character and visibility from I-70.
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The conservation easement allows for passive recreation activities to be enjoyed by the public,
and the right to construct soft surface trails and other improvements in a manner that does not
materially adversely affect the conservation values. The easement holder (MALT) must be
notified prior to the construction or establishment of any new road or trail.
Intergovernmental Agreement
On March 17, 2017, Jefferson County and Clear Creek County (the Counties) entered into an
intergovernmental agreement (IGA) pertaining to the development and management of the
North Floyd Hill Property (Appendix B). The IGA stipulates the following (relevant to this plan,
and annotated for summary purposes):
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

The conservation easement authorizes the development and management of public
recreation trails on the property, including trails that will connect to open space
properties owned by the Counties.
The conservation easement reserves the right to construct an access road, parking area,
trails, restroom facilities and other public improvements within a 3.55-acre building
envelope on the property.
It is the intention of the Counties to continue cooperative efforts in the development,
use and management of the North Floyd Hill Property, which will provide parking and
trail connections to Clear Creek County Open Space and JCOS.
Clear Creek County is responsible for the costs to design and construct the trails, public
improvements and any other authorized improvement to the property.
Clear Creek County agrees to work cooperatively with JCOS on design and development
of the improvements including, without limitation, the location of trails and signage.
o Clear Creek County commits to develop trail connections to JCOS properties
and/or trails.
o It is the goal of the Counties, but not a binding commitment, to develop trail
connections to JCOS properties and/or trails within three to five years.
Clear Creek County is solely responsible for the operation, maintenance, visitor services
including enforcement, regulation of use, and management of the property and the
improvements.
The Counties agree to work cooperatively to address weed and pest control issues to
the extent required by the conservation easement.

Other Conservation Easements
In addition to the North Floyd Hill parcel, two other conservation easements are located within
the study area:
•

•

Elmgreen Homestead Property – Mountain Area Land Trust holds a conservation
easement on 110 acres, owned by Clear Creek County, on the east side of the study
area.
Oxbow Parcel – Clear Creek Land Conservancy holds a conservation easement on 76
acres in the northeast corner of the study area.
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Public and Stakeholder Input
This planning process included multiple opportunities for public and stakeholder input, including
two public open house meetings, an online survey, a Steering Committee, and direct outreach to
interested individuals. Information regarding the public and stakeholder events, as well as
comments received are summarized below.

Public Open House Meetings
The first open house was conducted on October 18, 2017 at Clear Creek High School. About 23
community members and stakeholders attended. Displays included background maps and
information, and Clear Creek County staff and consultants discussed the project with community
members.
A second public open house was conducted on May 16, 2018. About 35 community members
and stakeholders attended. Displays included the draft trails plan map and typical photos of the
study area.

Online Survey
Clear Creek County hosted an online survey that was available from October 12 to October 30,
2017. The survey link was sent to local community groups’ distribution lists (e.g., NextDoor), the
Clear Creek County Facebook page, and other individuals in the community. In addition, the
survey was distributed more widely on Facebook by the Colorado Mountain Bike Association,
Team Evergreen, and the 303 Trail Monitor Facebook group (with over 7,000 members).

Survey Questions
1. What type of trail user do you identify as? (check all that apply)
a. Dog Walker
e. Trail Runner
b. Hunter/Hiker
f. Wildlife Observer
c. Hiker
g. Winter User (e.g., snowshoe, fat bike, hiker)
d. Mountain Biker
h. Other (please specify)
2. What type of trails and trail experience would you like to see developed in the Floyd Hill Open Space?
(open-ended)
3. Do you have any suggestions or concerns about the development of a trail system within the Floyd Hill
Open Space? (open-ended)

A total of 380 respondents completed the survey and the results are summarized below.
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Question 1 – What type of trail
user do you identify as?

Type of Trail User

Since respondents were allowed
to select more than one type of
trail user, the 380 respondents
provided a total of 931 unique
trail user responses.

Mountain biker

10%

Hiker

8%
35%

Winter user

11%

Dog Walker

15%

Trail Runner

21%

Other

Question 2: What type of trails and trail experience would you like to see developed in the
Floyd Hill Open Space?
Open ended responses fell into four many topic areas: trail use/users, trail difficulty, amenities,
and trail features. The major findings, including the top three responses in each topic area are
summarized below.

What types of trails and experiences would you like?
Open-ended responses, grouped

Purpose-built mountain bike trails
Singletrack, natural surface trails
Directional trails
Dog-friendly trails or amenities
More or adequate trailhead parking
Connection to other trail networks
Beginner trails
Variety of difficulty levels
Intermediate to difficult trails
Multi-use trails
Biking only trails
Separation of hiking and biking trails
Non-motorized trails
0%

10%

20%
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Question 3: Do you have any suggestions or concerns about the development of a trail system
within the Floyd Hill Open Space?
Many respondents did not provide an answer to Question 3, or re-iterated the same points as
their answers for Question 2. Responses that were the same or very similar to the responses in
Question 2 were not counted twice.

Suggestions or concerns expressed
Open-ended responses, grouped

Concern: impact to traffic and neighborhoods
Concern: wildlife or environmental impacts
Concern: potential hiker/biker conflict
Concern: trail congestion on Front Range
Offer of volunteer support
General support for the project
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Public Input on the Draft Plan
During the second round of public input (May 2018), written comments or input was received
from 24 individuals or organizations. The most notable, substantive comments were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Request to make Segment 4 bike-only, directional (most of the comments received)
Use bear-proof trash cans
Concern about proximity of Segments 8 and 9
Support for single-user trails
General support and excitement about the plan and the trail system
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Ridgeline looking east into Clear Creek Canyon.

Stakeholder Involvement
Prior to, and during this planning process Clear Creek County worked with multiple stakeholder
agencies and organizations for input, support, and funding. Entities that were involved in the
process include:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Jefferson County Open Space
Colorado Parks and Wildlife
Mountain Area Land Trust

Volunteers for Outdoor Colorado
Colorado Mountain Bike Association
Team Evergreen Cycling

Representatives from these partners and stakeholder organizations were involved in the
planning process, including several Steering Committee meetings during the planning process.
These partners will continue be important partners during the long-term implementation and
management of this plan.
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Environmental Context

The Floyd trail study area consists of about 650 acres of open space land in the Front Range
foothills. Some of the key environmental factors pertaining to trail planning and design and
open space stewardship are summarized below.

Terrain, Slope, and Soils
The terrain is generally steep and
rugged, characterized by a large
south-facing mountainside, an
intermediate forested ridge
extending to the east, and steep
north-facing slopes dropping into
Clear Creek Canyon. The two main
ridgelines in the southern two-thirds
of the study area have slopes that are
generally less than 30 degrees in
most areas, while the north-facing
slopes above Clear Creek have areas
of extremely steep slopes some
exceeding 45 degrees (100 percent)
(Figure 3).

Typical forest conditions along a forested ridge.

Soils in the study area are dominated
by gravelly sandy loams interspersed
with rock outcrops and rubble (NRCS
2018).
Overall, most of the soil types in the
study area are moderately cohesive
with a low susceptibility to erosion by
water, which is favorable for trail
development. However, the steep
slopes throughout most of the study
area (particularly in the north half
within the canyon) increase the risk of
soil erosion and difficult trail
South-facing shrublands in the study area.
construction (NRCS 2018). Considering
these limitations, trail development in steeper areas needs to integrate sustainable design and
construction practices, utilizing gentle grades, natural features, rock armoring, frequent
drainage, and other techniques to ensure a stable tread and minimize the potential for tread
erosion or failure.
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Figure 2. Slope

Vegetation Communities
Vegetation communities are dominated by grassland and shrubland on south-facing slopes, and
mixed forest types on north-facing slopes. The five primary vegetation communities are briefly
described below:
•

•

Mixed Conifer Forest. Most of the study area, including ridge lines and north-facing
slopes, is dominated by mixed conifer forests consisting of lodgepole pine, Douglas-fir,
Englemann spruce, and ponderosa pine. This community includes several small pockets
of aspen. The forest understory varies, but includes typical cover species such as
kinnickinick, juniper, and sparse grasses.
Mountain Shrubland. The south-facing slopes and ridge faces are dominated by large
stands of mountain mahogany interspersed with skunkbrush and Rocky Mountain
juniper. The understory is dominated by herbaceous plants, native grasses including
mountain muhly, blue grama, and big bluestem, and introduced or invasive grasses such
12
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•

•

•

as cheat grass and smooth brome. This community may support patches or occurrences
of rare plants (see below).
Ponderosa Pine Woodland. This community occupies the transitional areas between
shrubland and woodland communities, primarily on the upper third of the south area
and along the ridgelines. It is dominated by scattered ponderosa pine interspersed with
patches of mountain mahogany, skunkbrush, and Rocky Mountain juniper. The
understory is dominated by sparse grasses and herbaceous plants.
Disturbed Grassland. The lower elevations of the south area on Floyd Hill consist of
disturbed grassland, dominated by introduced and weedy species such as smooth
brome, cheatgrass, and common mullein. Several patches of noxious weeds including
diffuse knapweed and musk thistle are prevalent in this area.
Riparian. Some of the small, north-facing canyons and gullies contain trees and shrubs
that are typical of riparian communities, such as Wood’s rose, Rocky Mountain maple,
Douglas fir. However, these areas are narrow and sparse with very little evidence of
surface water. No perennial streams or potential wetlands have been observed in the
study area.

Potential Natural Heritage Resources
In 2012, the Colorado Natural Heritage Program completed a survey of critical biological
resources in Jefferson County, identifying rare species and significant habitats (CNHP 2012).
While the CNHP survey and report is focused on resources outside of the study area to the east,
the findings associated with the nearby Centennial Cone Potential Conservation Area (PCA) may
be extrapolated to the Floyd Hill study area. The conservation rank for the Centennial Cone PCA
(B3 – High Significance) is based on the following three element occurrences:
•
•
•

Foothills Pinyon-Juniper Woodlands/Scarp Woodlands (G2/S2)
Rocky Mountain phacelia (G3/SU)
Rydberg twinpod (G3/S3)

The Centennial Cone PCA boundary was drawn to include land in Clear Creek County, including
the extreme northwest corner of the study area. Presumably, this was to include south-facing
shrubland slopes on the north side of Clear Creek (outside of the study area), but also includes a
small area of similar habitat within the study area. Given this consideration, trail planning
should minimize impacts to these habitats in the study area, and consider surveys for rare plant
occurrences as part of the trail implementation process.
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Wildlife Habitat
The study area provides habitat for a variety of wildlife species that are typical of the Front
Range foothills. This trail planning process considered the interface with and potential impacts
to rare or listed wildlife species, important wildlife habitat, and common wildlife. Key species,
habitats, and anticipated impacts are described below.

Federally-Listed Wildlife Species
The study area contains, or is located near, potential habitat for three federally-listed species:
Canada lynx. The study area has been previously documented to be used as a movement
corridor for Canada lynx, with tracked animals crossing I-70 near the property (Ivan 2012).
However, the Floyd Hill project area is distant from the primary habitat use areas in
Colorado, the closest of which are located near high-elevation areas in western Clear Creek
County (CPW 2014). While trail development could affect potential lynx habitat, use of the
area by lynx is limited, and impacts would be minimal.
Mexican spotted owl. The study area may contain potential habitat for Mexican spotted
owl (mixed forest canyon habitat with riparian communities). However, the species is not
known to occur in the area and is very far from designated critical habitat (USFWS 2017).
The steep canyon areas that contain potential habitat would be minimally impacted by the
proposed trails.
Preble’s meadow jumping mouse. The Clear Creek floodplain east of the study area is
known to support populations of Preble’s meadow jumping mouse. The Clear Creek
corridor within the study area does not contain habitat, and would not be affected.
Potential Impacts: Based on this assessment, trail development within the study area is not
expected to impact any federally-listed wildlife species.

CPW-Tracked Wildlife Species
Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) tracks a number of species that are regionally important for
big game hunting and overall conservation, including sensitive or seasonal activity areas for
several species. The study area contains activity areas mapped by CPW for bighorn sheep, elk,
and mule deer (CPW 2017). These areas are shown on Figure 4, in Appendix B, and are described
below.
Bighorn sheep. The northern half of the study area is located within winter range for
bighorn that encompasses most of Clear Creek Canyon from Golden to Georgetown and
further west. Several areas within the study area contain production (e.g., lambing) habitat
for bighorn – including the rocky ridge above the oxbow on the northern edge of the study
area, and the steep, north-facing cliffs above Highway 6. In addition, the rocky ridge above
the oxbow is within a migration corridor for bighorn and is considered winter concentration
area.
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Figure 3. CPW Wildlife Habitat

Source: CPW 2017

Elk. The southern half of the study area is located near the western edge of elk winter range
that encompasses most of the Front Range foothills region. In addition, the study area is on
the outer edge of an elk resident population area associated with the Evergreen/Conifer
region. The southern edge of the study area is adjacent to a known highway crossing for elk
along I-70 east of Floyd Hill. The study area does not include other sensitive elk habitats
such as severe winter range, a winter concentration area, or a production area.
Mule deer. The study area is located within mule deer winter range that has been mapped
for the entire Front Range foothills region. Besides winter range, no other sensitive habitat
areas for mule deer are located within the study area.
Potential Impacts: The greatest concern for trail development is the potential impact to
production (lambing) habitat and migration corridors for bighorn sheep. These areas are
avoided by proposed trail corridors, minimizing potential impact. Trail corridors in the northwest
15
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corner of the study area intersect a mapped winter concentration area for bighorn which, if
implemented, could impact use of those areas during severe winters.
The study area also includes winter range for bighorn sheep, elk, and mule deer, which could be
impacted by new trail development. However, for all three species, the winter ranges
encompass a broad swath of the foothills region. Considering this context, the incremental
impact of new trail development in the Floyd Hill study area on regional winter ranges is very
small.

Common Wildlife Species
Common wildlife species are those that are typically found throughout the Front Range foothills
ecosystems, and whose populations are less sensitive to localized disturbances resulting from
trail construction or recreational use. Common wildlife include mammals such as mule deer, elk,
black bear, mountain lion, coyote, raccoon, striped skunk, ground squirrel, and other species.
Common bird species include raptors such as red-tailed hawk, turkey vulture, and American
kestrel, and other species including mountain chickadee, mountain bluebird, wild turkey,
common flicker, gray jay, Stellar’s jay, black-billed magpie, and raven.
Potential Impacts: Localized impacts to common species would likely occur as a result of
habitat loss, disturbance, and fragmentation. These impacts can be minimized by designing a
trail system that retains multiple intact habitat areas with no new disturbance.
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Trail Master Plan
Description
The Floyd Hill trail system provides an inviting and rewarding opportunity for visitors to explore
the landscape and create their own experience. Multiple, interconnected trail loops bring
visitors to key viewpoints and destinations, while allowing visitors to reach as far into the rugged
landscape as they desire. Optional trail lines allow visitors, particularly mountain bikers, to add
challenge and progression to their trail experience.
The intent of this trail design is to provide a
thoughtful and intimate trail system that maximizes
opportunities for visitors to engage with the
landscape. Trails are designed to be exploratory,
interesting, and engaging, giving visitors a “tour” of
the terrain. Given the relatively small size and the
ruggedness of the area, visitors are presented with
hours of exploration rather than miles of trail.

Key Elements of this Trail Plan
•
•
•
•
•

15 miles of trails (approx.)
5 stacked loops
1 directional bike-only trail
3 hiking-only trails
4-6 areas for bike-oriented
optional lines

At full implementation, this master plan includes (Figure 5):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three primary trailheads and access points: Floyd Hill, Oxbow, and Lone Star.
An interesting and challenging route to access to the south ridge/high point (8,595 feet).
A regional “spine” trail connection between the Floyd Hill area and the Peaks to Plains
trail in Clear Creek Canyon.
Two interconnected loops in the south area to provide multiple, user-specific access
routes and experiences.
Three stacked loops along the back ridgeline that provide varied experiences, including
dense forests, open hillsides, rocky crags, and expansive views.
A remote and rugged loop trail in the canyon that provides seclusion, challenge, and a
backcountry feel.
Segregated hike-only and bike-only trails to improve visitor experiences by reducing
congestion and conflict.
Progressive bike-only or bike-oriented trail areas providing opportunities for access,
challenge, and fun for mountain bikers at every skill level.
Hiking-only routes that are steep and aggressive, providing a more intimate interaction
with the rugged environment.
Visitor management recommendations to provide quality trail experiences and minimize
conflict.

This plan (Figure 5 on the following page) is the culmination of the previous studies, data, plans
and documents described in the Introduction section, along with extensive field reconnaissance
by professional trail planners. While this plan articulates the overall concepts and routes
intended for the system, additional refinements and adjustments are expected during final
design and construction.
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Planning and Management Zones
For trail planning purposes, the study area was divided into distinct zones, each with its own
characteristics and goals. These zones are described below.
Figure 5. Planning Zones

Table 1. Planning Zone Characteristics
Setting
Overall Emphasis
Elements

Interaction with
Other Visitors

South Zone
Frontcountry
Access, experience, and
conflict mitigation
Multiple access routes;
more signage and visitor
management

Ridge Zone
Midcountry
Exploration, variety, and
choice
Variety of route options;
minimal signage and
visitor management

Common

Expected, but infrequent
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Canyon Zone
Backcountry
Seclusion, challenge, and
adventure
Rugged and challenging
trails into the canyon;
minimal signage and
visitor management
Uncommon
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South Zone
The South Zone encompasses the south facing slopes above I-70 and extending to the top of the
main ridgeline. This “frontcountry” zone is at the interface between intense human
development and adjacent natural areas, and is the gateway for most visitors. While the
trailhead area is highly developed and has a constant presence of roads, structures, highway
noise, and visual intrusion, those signs of development dissipate to the north as the landscape
takes on a more natural character.
Access to the South Zone is from the Floyd Hill Trailhead. Trails are designed to provide multipurpose access to and from the other portions of the study area. Three access trails, with
complimentary trail user designations (multi-use, hiker-only, and directional bike-only), provide
compatible access for different visitor types. Trail management and signage is more prevalent
than what is found in other zones. Interaction with other visitors is relatively common.
The frontcountry setting of this zone conforms with similar classifications from the US Forest
Service (Developed) and Bureau of Land Management (Front Country/Middle Country-Enhanced)
(USFS 2017, BLM/IMBA 2017).
With multiple access routes and a higher degree of management, the emphasis in the South
Zone is to provide trail system access, quality experience, and minimal conflict for all visitors.

Looking down on the I-70 corridor in the South Zone.
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Ridge Zone
The Ridge Zone includes the secondary east-west ridge through the middle of the study area,
along with several ridges and gullies protruding to the north, hovering above the canyon. It is a
transitional zone, where the noise and development of the South Zone disappears and the
setting becomes more natural and remote.
Trails in the Ridge Zone are designed to explore the varied topography and viewpoints, along
three interconnected loops. Within each loop, the trail segments remain relatively close in
proximity, but provide vastly different experiences as trail users explore different terrain and
vegetation types, making this zone appear to the visitor to be larger and more extensive than it
actually is. Interaction with other visitors is expected, but less frequent.
The midcountry setting of this zone conforms with similar classifications from the US Forest
Service (Developed/Moderately Developed) and Bureau of Land Management (Front
Country/Middle Country-Enhanced; Backcountry-Natural) (USFS 2017, BLM/IMBA 2017).
With loop trails, viewpoints, optional lines, and minimal signage, the emphasis in the Ridge Zone
is to provide a sense of exploration and choice.

Forest transition in the Ridge Zone.
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Canyon Zone
The Canyon Zone is dominated by the steep, north facing slopes that plunge into Clear Creek
Canyon, along with the limited access points along the canyon bottom. With the exception of
the developed facilities along Clear Creek and the Peaks to Plains Trail, the character of this zone
is rugged and wild, with few signs of recent human development.
Trails in the Canyon Zone are designed to be rugged, intimate, and challenging, through one
loop trail and two potential connections into the canyon. Access in this zone is from the existing
Oxbow Trailhead and the Lone Star parking area. Trail users of any type (by foot or by bike) are
challenged by the extent of the climbs (up to 1,160 vertical feet) and the technical nature of the
trails. Interaction with other visitors is uncommon in this zone.
The backcountry setting of this zone conforms with similar classifications from the US Forest
Service (Moderately Developed) and Bureau of Land Management (Middle Country-Enhanced;
Back Country-Natural; Primitive - Natural) (USFS 2017, BLM/IMBA 2017).
With rugged terrain and minimal signage, the emphasis in the Canyon Zone is to provide a sense
of seclusion, challenge, and adventure.

Steep cliffs above US 6 in the Canyon Zone.
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Typical Visitor Experiences
This system was designed considering the preferences of and use by different visitor groups. The
following slides describe and illustrate typical outings for various types of visitors. These are
merely examples; visitors will certainly have the ability to explore the system to create their own
experiences. Note that mileage and elevation figure are approximate.

Hikers
From the Floyd Hill trailhead, hikers are presented with a direct route to the top of the
ridge, with either a loop trail back down (4 miles) or further exploration. Interaction with
downhill mountain bikers is minimal, since most bikers would prefer to use the separate
bike-only descent.
A typical trip profile, from the Floyd Hill trailhead to the top of the ridge and back is shown
below (about 4 miles with 700 vertical feet of climbing).

From the oxbow trailhead, hikers can explore a tight and twisty trail that climbs up the
canyon wall, reaching viewpoints or intermediate loops before their return trip (8.5 miles).
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Mountain Bikers
From the Floyd Hill trailhead, mountain bikers would climb to the north on a mellow and
interesting climbing trail, shared with other visitors. Once at the top, riders would follow the
rugged contour trail to the north side of the ridge, exploring various intermediate-level loop
trails that are interspersed with optional lines and challenge areas to test their skills. From a
high bench in the canyon, riders would begin climbing back to the top of the south ridge.
From the ridgeline, riders would finish with a bike-only descent with multiple bike-optimized
features and optional lines before returning to the trailhead.

A typical mid-length trip profile, showing the mountain bike ride described above, is as
follows (about 6 miles, with 1,800 vertical feet of climbing).

The most adventurous bikers will explore a remote and rugged loop on the north side; some
will descend into the canyon (12+ miles). Bikers seeking a quick “after-work” ride will come
for a quick, 4-mile loop up and down the south ridge (about 700 feet of climbing).
Children and beginning mountain bikers are welcomed with a short (0.5 mile) loop with fun
and engaging twists and turns to build their skill and confidence.
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Trail Runners
From the Floyd Hill trailhead, trail runners will engage immediately in a challenging, 675‐foot
climb to the top of the ridge. From there, they will stride out as they explore the loops,
viewpoints, and alternative lines on the central ridge. While some will explore the remote
and rugged north‐side loop, most will return to south side of the study area, finishing on a
gently descending trail through the lower meadows to reach the trailhead (6 miles total, with
about 1,500 feet of climbing).
A typical trip profile for trail runners is shown below.
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Equestrians
This trail system is not designed or intended to be a destination for equestrians, though
equestrian use is permitted on multi-use trails. From the Floyd Hill trailhead, equestrians will
explore the regional spine trail to the top of the ridge, before reaching the loop trails on the
north side. From the loop trails and viewpoints, horse riders will return to the Floyd Hill
trailhead along the same route through the meadows (6 miles total, 1,500 feet of elevation
gain). A typical equestrian trip profile is show below.
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Trail Difficulty Ratings
Trails in the Floyd Hill system are described based on the relative level of difficulty for all trail
users. While each trail varies in character, the following criteria provide visitors and managers
with a common understanding of what to expect in the trail system.
•
•
•

Easy Trail – Less strenuous with lower grades and fewer natural obstacles
Intermediate Trail – More strenuous or challenging with short sections of steep grades
and/or more difficult natural obstacles
Difficult Trail – Strenuous or challenging with short sections of steep grades, and
numerous natural obstacles

This rating system is based on trail and tread characteristics (grade, width, natural obstacles),
and the expected physical difficulty for visitors (more or less strenuous). While the level of
physical difficulty is subjective and varies widely by individual visitor, it is commonly understood
that steep and rugged trails are more strenuous than smooth and flat trails.
Table 2. Trail Difficulty Ratings
Easy

Trail Width
Average Trail Grade
Maximum Trail Grade
Obstacles and
Protrusions
Steps and Stairs
(hiking oriented)
Technical Trail
Features
(biking oriented)
Optional lines
(biking oriented)

24-48 inches
Depending on Class
8% or less
15%
Uncommon and not
continuous
4” tall or less
No steps
Beginner features; 1’
high, greater than 1’
width
Small, progressive
features that meet
Intermediate criteria

Intermediate

Advanced

24+ inches
Depending on Class
8% or less
18%
Common but not
continuous
8” tall or less
Infrequent steps, with
even spacing and
height
2’ high or less; width
greater than 1’

12-24 inches
Depending on Class
10% or less
25%
Common and may be
continuous
16” tall +
Frequent steps, with
irregular spacing and
height, in tight terrain
4’ high; unpredictable
width

Moderate to large
progressive features
that meet Advanced
criteria

Large progressive
features that meet or
exceed Advanced
criteria

Photos examples of easy, intermediate, and difficult trails are on the following page. Trail
difficulty ratings are similar to, but different from Trail Class ratings, which describe the
intended level of development.
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Examples of Easy Trails

Examples of Intermediate Trails

Examples of Advanced Trails
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Trail Class Ratings
Trail classes are general categories that reflect the desired level of development for a trail and
the intended visitor experience that the trail provides. The continuum of trail classes is
dependent on the management zone setting (frontcountry, midcountry, backcountry), intended
level of difficulty (easy, intermediate, advanced), terrain, levels of use, and level of
management.
Based on standards established by the US Forest Service, trail classes that apply to the Floyd Hill
study area include the following:
•
•
•
•

Trail Class 1, Minimally Developed – Trail tread is intermittent, obstacles are common,
constructed features are minimal, route identification signage is limited.
Trail Class 2, Moderately Developed – Tread is continuous and discernible, obstacles
are common, constructed features are limited, route identification signage is limited.
Trail Class 3, Developed – Tread is continuous and obvious, obstacles may be common,
constructed features may be common, route identification signage is evident.
Trail Class 4, Highly Developed - Tread is wide and smooth, obstacles are infrequent,
constructed features are frequent, route identification and informational signage is
present.

Trails in the Floyd Hill trail system are recommended to conform with Classes 2 or 3.
Intended trail class/level of development does not necessarily correspond with trail difficulty –
for example, a difficult trail may have a higher level of development (Class 3), while an easy trail
could have a lower level of development (Class 2). More information on Trail Class Ratings is
available at: https://www.fs.fed.us/recreation/programs/trail-management/trailfundamentals/.
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Trail Segments
For planning and implementation purposes, this trail plan has been divided into 15 distinct
segments, each with its own purpose and character. Trail segments are summarized in Table 3
and are shown in Figure 10. More detailed descriptions are found in Appendix C.
Table 3. Summary of Trail Segments
Segment ID

Approximate
Length (Feet)

Approximate
Length
(Miles)

Visitor
Difficulty

USFS Trail
Class

Special Management

South Zone Loops
Existing

3,330

0.6

3

None

1

2,900

0.5

3

None

2

2,000

0.4

3

Hiking-only

3

3,200

0.6

3

None

4

6,200

1.2

3

Bike-only; directional; optional lines

5

950

0.2

3

None

6

3,800

0.7

2

None

7

3,700

0.7

3

None

0.9

3

Optional lines

Subtotal
26,080
Ridge Zone Loops
8
4,600

4.9

9

3,500

0.7

3

None

10

2,400

0.5

3

Optional lines

11

4,400

0.8

3

None

12

8,200

1.6

2

None

2.9

2

Hiking-only

Subtotal
23,100
Canyon Zone Connections
13
15,300

4.4

14

10,000

1.9

3

None

15

3,500

0.7

2

Hiking-only

Subtotal
28,800
Trail System Total
Total
77,980

5.5
14.8
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Environmental Factors Considered in this Plan
Based on the environmental resources described above, the following measures to minimize
impacts were integrated into the development of this trail plan:
•

Avoidance of sensitive habitats.
The most sensitive habitat elements within the study area are bighorn sheep production
areas, which are documented on the rocky outcrop above the Oxbow area, and on the
cliffs above the canyon in the north-central portion. The Oxbow area has also been
identified as a bighorn migration corridor. New trail development fully avoids the
bighorn production areas, along with the open, rocky terrain adjacent to those areas.
While south-facing shrubland habitat is not rare at a regional scale, within the study
area these habitats are generally more diverse, contain the more valuable winter range
for elk and mule deer, and may also support rare plant occurrences. This trail plan seeks
to minimize new impacts to these communities by keeping trail corridors along habitat
edges and retaining large intact blocks of shrubland that remain undisturbed.

•

Trail zoning and clustering.
The proposed trail system is designed to follow a frontcountry-backcountry zoning
approach, whereby trails and facilities are more densely clustered in frontcountry areas,
adjacent to existing human development and disturbance, and are less dense in more
remote areas.
Within the frontcountry, South Zone trails and facilities are more common (trailhead
and three primary corridors) and are more heavily managed (user-specific trails). In the
transitional Ridgeline Zone, trail corridors are clustered along either side of a defined
ridgeline, providing a diverse visitor experience while reducing the overall area of
impact. In the backcountry Canyon Zone, a limited number of trail corridors provide
rugged connections to the canyon bottom. The rest remains untouched.

•

Use of existing disturbances.
The study area contains several existing roads and other disturbances, including twotrack roads to the top of the ridge on the south parcel, and several short roads and
routes within Clear Creek Canyon. Where practicable, these existing disturbances are
integrated into the trails plan. However, many of the existing roads are excessively steep
and eroded and are not suitable for sustainable trail use.

•

Use of Optional lines.
An objective of this trail system was to provide a range of trail difficulties and
experiences for a variety of visitors. Optional lines are intended throughout the system
to provide multiple visitor experiences within a single trail corridor. With this approach,
a single trail corridor (and associated habitat disturbance) achieves multiple visitor
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objectives instead of multiple trails achieving the same result. Most opportunities for
optional lines occur on rock outcrop areas; use of these areas limits new ground
disturbance.
•

Implementation Practices.
The construction and implementation plan includes additional measures to minimize
environmental impacts. These include trail design to minimize erosion and
sedimentation, minimization of tree removal (and compliance with the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act), pre-construction surveys in areas where sensitive resources may occur, and
practices to minimize the spread of noxious weeds. These are detailed in the
Implementation Recommendations section.

Figure 11. Habitat Impact Avoidance Areas
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Visitor Use Guidelines
Permitted Uses
This trail system is open to non-motorized visitors, including hikers, mountain bikers, runners,
and equestrians. While this trail system is not designed or intended for equestrian use, such use
is permitted on multi-use trails. Motorized vehicles are prohibited.

Hours
Trails are open from sunrise to 10:00 pm. This will allow for limited nighttime access. No
overnight use (e.g., camping) is permitted.

Seasonal Use
This trail system is open to all visitors year-round.
The trails in the south-facing slopes, including most of the south zone, are expected to be used
by the full suite of visitors all year.
Trails on north-facing slopes are expected to become snowy, icy, and potentially impassible in
the winter months. While overall winter use levels would be low, snowy trails are expected to
see continued use by hikers, snowshoers, and fat bikers through the winter.

Potential winter uses of the trail system.
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Trail Design Elements
This master plan integrates design elements to make the Floyd Hill trail system a unique
destination in the region, including directional trails, hiking-only trails, optional lines, and bikingoriented design.

Singletrack Trail
Construction
All trails in this system should
be properly designed and
constructed to provide an
interesting and rewarding
user experience while
minimizing long-term
maintenance requirements.
In general, trails should be
constructed with a rolling
contoured design, with the
following key components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural surface (dirt)
Typical trail cross-section
tread
Trail tread width of
24 to 36 inches
Follow contours, and blend the trail into the natural topography
Emphasize climbing turns over switchbacks
Avoid excessively steep slopes and flat ground
Install frequent grade reversals/dips for water drainage
Construct back slopes with between a 1:1 and 2:1 ratio
Construct out-slopes with a 3-5% slope to facilitate drainage
Use design elements to reduce speeds and minimize user conflict

Additional Resources
The following additional references and resources should be referenced in the design,
construction, and management of this trail system.
•
•
•

USDA Forest Service Trail Fundamentals and Trail Management Objectives.
https://www.fs.fed.us/recreation/programs/trail-management/trail-fundamentals/
USDA Forest Service Standard Trail Plans and Specifications.
https://www.fs.fed.us/recreation/programs/trail-management/trailplans/index.shtml
USDA Forest Service Trail Construction and Maintenance Notebook.
https://www.fs.fed.us/t-d/pubs/pdfpubs/pdf07232806/pdf07232806dpi72.pdf
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•

•
•

BLM/IMBA Guidelines for a Quality Trail Experience.
https://www.blm.gov/sites/blm.gov/files/uploads/Travel-andTransportation_Guidelines-for-a-Quality-Trail-Experience-2017.pdf
International Mountain Bicycling Association (IMBA). 2004. Tail Solutions: IMBA’s Guide
to Building Sweet Singletrack. https://www.imba.com/catalog/book-trail-solutions
International Mountain Bicycling Association (IMBA). 2007. Managing Mountain Biking:
IMBA’s Guide to Providing Great Riding. https://www.imba.com/catalog/book-mmb.
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Hiking-Only Trails
Three trail segments (2, 13, and 15)
are intended to be restricted to
hikers and runners only. Segment 2
on the south side provides a
separate access route for foot
traffic that makes a loop with the
main access trail (Segment 1), while
Segments 13 and 15 explore steep
and rocky terrain with more rugged
and intimate trail designs (using
steps, tight corridors, and sharp
turns). These trails are intended to
be built with a narrow and
aggressive, but stable tread.
Irregular stone steps and rock
outcrops are used to navigate steep
terrain, while sharp corners, and
narrow corridors are used to reach
overlooks and other destinations.
The integration of pedestrian-only
trails accomplishes three
objectives: 1) provide opportunities
for visitors to explore areas that are
Eldorado Canyon Trail, Boulder County
too steep or rocky for multi-use
trails, 2) provide unique
experiences and loops for hikers and runners, and 3) minimize conflict by dispersing different
types of visitors in the most congested portion of the study area.
Similar Examples of Hiking-Only Trails:
•
•
•

Meadowlark Trail, Deer Creek Canyon Park – Littleton, Colorado
Eldorado Canyon Trail, Eldorado Canyon State Park – Boulder County, Colorado
Scout Line Trail, Staunton State Park – Park County, Colorado
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Bike-Only Directional Trails
A signature element of this trail system is a bike-only directional trail down the south side of the
ridge above the Floyd Hill Trailhead (Segment 4). The overall intent of this trail is to be:
Bike-optimized descent
providing an exciting finish
to bike outings in this trail
system
• The primary trail (“A line”) is
Intermediate difficulty – this
means that It is safely
passable (but challenging) to
a reasonably capable
advanced intermediate rider,
and all technical sections
have a “rollable” A-line.
• Expert-level optional lines
(“B line”) are clear and are
obviously not the main tread
and have at least one of the
three risk management tools
a) a qualifier obstacle as a
Longhorn Trail, Golden
filter; b) require choosing to
turn off the main tread; c)
are marked/signed.
• A trail design that plays with and blends in to the natural terrain, and does not look and
feel like a bike park, and does not rely on large earthen berms.
• Turns and features are sited to minimize excavation, visibility, and environmental
impacts
Directional bike trails are intended to: 1) provide a unique experience that is attractive and fun
for mountain bikers, 2) provide opportunities for learning, challenge, and progression in the
absence of uphill trail users, and 3) minimize conflict between downhill bikers and other trail
users in the system. Other bike-only directional trails may be possible (and may have different
design characteristics), based on the JCOS and Lone Star contingencies discussed below.
•

Directional trails must be clearly signed to ensure compliance and safety. It is particularly
important that signs at the bottom of the directional trails clearly deter any uphill traffic.
Similar Examples of Bike-Only Directional Trails:
•
•
•

Lower Longhorn Trail, White Ranch Park – Golden, Colorado
Forbidden Fruit Trail – Sun Valley, Idaho
Cedar Creek Downhill Trail – Ruidoso, New Mexico
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Bike-Oriented Trail Design
This trail system is intended to
integrate bike-oriented trail design
in several areas. In general, this
means that multi-use trails are
designed and constructed to provide
a quality experience for all visitors,
but the layout and features are
designed with the bike experience in
mind. Bike-oriented design includes
some of the following
characteristics:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Rolling contour trail, with
lateral and vertical sinuosity
Steeper trail sections using
durable surfaces such as
rock outcrops
Insloped climbing turns or
small berms with a suitable
Trail feature with “rollable” rock armoring.
radius
Rock gardens, with challenging, uneven terrain
Technical sections or armoring using “rollable” surfaces (rock ramps rather than stairs)
Slow-speed technical features
Faster sections with clear sightlines
Optional lines and bike-optimized features with more advanced or challenging terrain

Bike-oriented design (also known as “bike-optimized features” per BLM/IMBA 2017) is intended
to be accessible, challenging, and fun for mountain bikers, but does not preclude access or
diminish the experience for other trail users. In many cases, other types of visitors will find bikeoriented trail features to be interesting and challenging as well.
Trails that more aggressively use bike-oriented features (berms, obligatory drops, etc.), are
designed to promote higher bike speeds technical terrain, or those where a rider cannot safely
yield, should be signed and managed as bike-preferred or bike-only trails for the safety of all
visitors. No such trails are currently recommended in this plan, but these designations could be
implemented over time.
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Optional Lines
This trail plan includes the development of optional lines (also known as “alternate lines” or
“optional trail features”) throughout the system. Optional lines are secondary trail lines or
features located within the tread or short sections of parallel tread within the overall corridor,
often using natural terrain features such as rock outcrops or slabs. Implementation of optional
lines allows visitors to get multiple experiences out of a single trail corridor, while offering
opportunities for challenge, skill progression, and fun.
Use the following guidelines for integrating optional lines into the Floyd Hill Trails System:
•
•
•

•

Optional lines should be clear detours from the primary trail
Use “filters” (technical features that are similar to the most challenging section ahead)
to help users recognize and select or avoid the optional line
Use signs or other markings to indicate optional lines, in a manner appropriate for the
setting (e.g., clear signs in frontcountry settings and subtle natural indicators in primitive
settings)
Optional lines may include rock obstacles, drops, chutes, log-rides, log-overs, or jumps

The construction of optional lines provides mountain bikers and other trail users opportunities
for technical challenge and skill progression by integrating advanced intermediate and expert-

South Dakota Ridge Trail, Jefferson County
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level features along an otherwise
intermediate level trail corridor. This
approach provides opportunity to a wider
range of trail users without requiring the
construction of separate trails.
Similar Examples of Optional Lines:
• South Dakota Ridge Trail,
Mathews/Winter Park, Jefferson County
Open Space – Morrison, Colorado
• Ginny Trail, Bobcat Ridge Natural Area,
City of Fort Collins Natural Areas –
Larimer County, Colorado
• Aspen Alley Trail, West Magnolia Trail
System, U.S. Forest Service – Nederland,
Colorado

West Magnolia Trail system, Boulder County

Curt Gowdy State Park, Wyoming
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Trailheads and Parking
The Floyd Hill trails system will be supported by two designated trail areas and one secondary
parking area. These are described below.
1. Floyd Hill Trailhead – The main trailhead is located north of the I-70 Frontage Road (US
40) at the top of Floyd Hill. Amenities will include:
• Spaces for 20 cars
• Informational kiosk with maps, regulations, and other information
• Portable toilets, in an enclosed structure
• Wildlife resistant trash cans
• One picnic table
2. Oxbow Trailhead – The existing Oxbow Trailhead is located in Clear Creek Canyon, just
west of Tunnel 5. It currently supports the Peaks to Plains Trail and nearby rock
climbing access. Amenities include:
• Spaces for 15 cars
• Information kiosk
• Wildlife resistant trash cans
• Portable toilet in an enclosed structure
3. Lone Star Parking Area – A designated parking area is proposed for the Lone Star mine
site. Amenities will include:
• Spaces for 5 cars
• Information kiosk
• Wildlife resistant trash cans
In addition, JCOS manages three parking areas in Clear Creek Canyon Park. The small
Cannonball Flats parking area is about ½ to the east, while the large Mayhem Gulch trailhead is
located about 1.5 miles to the east, and the Big Easy trailhead is about 2 miles east.
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Signage
Visitor signage and wayfinding in the Floyd Hill Trails System is recommended to follow three
tiers: trailhead kiosks, wayfinding posts, and secondary informational signs. Each of these three
tiers is discussed below. The style, frequency, and content of each type of sign should be
consistent with the location, setting, and expectations for visitor navigation ability.

Trailhead Kiosks
Kiosks are located at the primary nodes: Floyd Hill and
Oxbow trailheads and Lone Star parking area. Kiosks
provide information about the trail experiences offered,
communicate regulations and etiquette, and aid in
emergency response. Potential kiosk sign elements
include:
•

•
•
•

Trail System Map
o Trail names
o Trail difficulty
o Landmarks
o Directional travel
o “You are here” indicator
Regulations and trail etiquette
Recognition of partners and funding sources
Contact information for management or
emergency response
Trailhead kiosk examples.

Wayfinding Posts

Throughout the trail system, clear yet subtle posts are recommended at every trail intersection
to identify trail names, difficulty, and allowed/prohibited uses. Similar posts can also be used to
indicate optional lines where appropriate. While the preferred method is vertical 4x4 posts with
small signs/icons,fiberglass/carsonite posts may also be appropriate.

Wayfinding post examples.
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Secondary Informational Signs
Informational and regulatory signs are
intended to provide additional direction or
clarification in front country areas. They
provide additional directional guidance to
novice or new visitors to the system, as well as
basic safety or regulatory direction. These
signs should be obvious without being
obtrusive, easy to understand, and consistent
with the overall setting and zone.
Potential secondary information signs include:
•
•
•
•
•

Wayfinding signs with trail names and
arrows at key intersections
Sings indicating user-specific or
directional trails
Small trail system map with “you are
here” indicator
Signs indicating directional travel (at
top and bottom of trails)
Regulatory signs to prevent or mitigate
management issues (e.g., please stay
on trail, private property, sensitive
resources)
Informational sign examples.
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Additional Trail Options, Adaptations, and Contingencies
During the development of this plan, some trail concepts and connections involving other
partners and land owners were left unresolved, while others may continue to evolve over time.
These include the possibility of a connection to JCOS land and the Peaks to Plains Trail to the
east, additional options in the Lone Star area of the canyon, additional input from CPW, and
adaptations to visitor use designations.

JCOS Connection
Per the 2017 IGA (Appendix A), Clear Creek
County and JCOS have a mutual goal of
developing a trail connection from the Floyd
Hill trail system to JCOS properties in Clear
Creek Canyon within three to five years.
JCOS land in the vicinity – Clear Creek
Canyon Park – is currently closed to all
access for visitor safety and wildlife habitat
protection.
As of the completion of this planning
process (June 2018), JCOS had not initiated
planning or evaluation of potential trail
corridors. This plan identifies general areas
Potential connection to JCOS land to the east.
where such connections could be established (most likely at the easternmost points of Trail 11
or Trail 13). In addition, several stakeholders have recommended multiple trails in this area to
accommodate a loop or directional use.
If a trail connection on JCOS land is feasible and moves forward, this is the desired corridor to
establish a regional “spine” trail through the system, connecting Floyd Hill to the bottom of
Clear Creek Canyon. Such a connection would also take the pressure off the Lone Star area,
where steep slopes, rocky terrain, and land ownership boundaries make it more difficult to
establish a regional trail connection. (Ideally, a regional trail connection would have lower
grades, greater widths, intermediate level difficulty, and bi-directional multi-use travel).
From a trail system perspective, a connection to the east of JCOS land and the Peaks to Plains
Trail also supports greater regional circulation and expanded recreational opportunities. For
example, hikers could create a loop experience from the Oxbow Trailhead; bikers could create a
loop by descending the Lone Star route, traversing the Peaks to Plains Trail, and ascending the
JCOS connection; many users could also access the Floyd Hill trail system from Mayhem Gulch or
other existing trailheads in the canyon.
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Lone Star Trails
The Lone Star Mine is in the westernmost
portion of the canyon. This area already has
informal (and sometimes illicit) public use and
is a desired connection for this trail system.
The terrain in this area is steep and rocky, and
the slopes above are impinged by a private
land parcel on one side and cliffs on the other
side that make connections into the system
more difficult.
A reasonable multi-use trail connection
through this area is possible, but the best
alignment is blocked by private land. Several
Lone Star area.
stakeholders have desired an additional
directional bike-only trail in this area, where the opportunity also exists for interesting hiking
trails that explore the boulders and cliffs above the mine site. However, it is not desirable to
recommend a downhill bike trail with no associated uphill, and the buildable corridor may be
too constrained for multiple trail options.
For the above reasons, the current recommendation is to secure trail access through private
land for a bi-directional, multi-use trail connection, with a secondary hiking-only trail that
explores the cliffs. This access could be through a trail easement, land acquisition, access
agreement, or other similar tool. If access across the adjacent private property is achieved, there
would be greater opportunity and space to add a directional downhill bike trail to this area. If
private land access is not possible, a secondary approach would be to complete the multi-use
connection on existing open space land (shown on current plan maps). Such a route would be
steep and rocky and would require many switchbacks, but would establish the connection into
the system. (This secondary option is not ideal, but could be the only option available).

Contingencies Related to the JCOS and Lone Star Options
Based on the options and challenges described above, the following contingencies may
influence the development of trails in these areas:
•

•
•

If a regional JCOS connection is established, it is less important to complete a regional
trail connection in the Lone Star area, opening up the possibility of more rugged and/or
directional trails in the Lone Star area.
If access across private land is secured in the Lone Star area, a regional trail connection
could be established while also allowing for other user-specific or directional trails.
If both the JCOS connection and private land access were secured, directional or userspecific options in the Lone Star area could be implemented while also integrating the
Peaks to Plains Trail as a part of the system.
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•

If neither the JCOS connection or private land access were secured, then the top priority
would be to establish a multi-use regional trail connection in the Lone Star area, limiting
the potential for other trails and connections.

The ideal scenario – from a trail system perspective – is the implementation of both options.
This would create a loop that incorporates the Peaks to Plains Trail, would facilitate longerdistance trail experiences, and would provide multiple access points and opportunities.
In any case, these canyon connections are anticipated to be implemented in later phases of the
trail system development, allowing more time for these issues and uncertainties to be resolved
(see Implementation Recommendations below).

Ongoing Coordination with CPW to Protect Wildlife
During the planning process, CPW expressed concerns about potential impacts to wildlife in the
study area, with particular focus on bighorn sheep lambing habitat and movement corridors.
These areas are found along the steep, north-facing canyon walls in the northern portion of the
study area. Proposed trails in this area – the backcountry “Canyon Zone” – include trail
segments 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. These are slated for future phases of construction.
Prior to design and construction of these trail segment options, Clear Creek County will continue
to coordinate with CPW to minimize impacts to bighorn sheep and other wildlife habitat.

Ongoing Adaptation of Visitor Use Designations
This trail system is designed to provide positive options and experiences for a variety of trail
users. While most of this trail system is intended to be multi-use, this plan includes several trails
that are designated for specific user types: Trail segment 4 is proposed to be bike-only
directional, and Trail Segments 2, 13, and 15 are proposed to be for hiking/running only. As this
trail system is constructed and is discovered by visitors, Clear Creek County should continue to
monitor use patterns, visitor preferences, and visitor conflict areas and be prepared to adapt
use designations accordingly.
In addition to bike-only and hiking-only trails, other designations or management options that
could be considered include:
•
•
•

Multi-use directional travel,
Trails open bikes for uphill travel only, or
Temporal management schemes (restricting use by odd/even day, days of week, or time
of year).

Any such adaptations should only be implemented if they enhance the visitor experience,
resolve known issues, and are equitable for various types of visitors.
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Plan Modification, Amendment, and Update
This master plan provides a vision and blueprint for development of the Floyd Hill Open Space
trails system. This is intended to be a living document that can change and adapt to new
information and changing circumstances (such as field design of trails, visitor use patterns and
preferences, new land availability, or changed environmental conditions). For this reason, this
plan is intended to be adaptable over time. As changes occur, the following guidelines should be
followed for modifications, amendments, and updates.

Modification
Field-level changes to the layout and construction of new trail segments is expected to occur
during the design, review, and implementation process. This may include (but is not limited to)
shortening or lengthening of trail segments, changes to the specific route or alignment of a trail,
or changes the character and feel of a particular segment. Changes to existing trail segments,
already constructed, should be limited to the existing corridor (within about 50 feet). These
types of changes are considered to be plan modifications.
•

•
•

Modifications to existing trails are limited to the trail corridor – 50-foot on either side of
the trail centerline. Changes to existing trails beyond this corridor are considered an
amendment and must be approved by Clear Creek County.
Modifications to new trails, prior to construction, should be consistent with the original
concept and intent of the trail, but are not limited to a specific corridor.
Modifications to this plan are expected to be part of the implementation process and
require no additional documentation or approvals.

Amendment
Larger changes to the size, layout, and use patterns in this trail system may occur during the
implementation process and in ensuing years. Such changes may include (but are not limited to)
new routes or loop opportunities resulting from additional land acquisition or partnerships, new
trail corridors that are not anticipated in this plan, closing and reclaiming trails that have been
constructed, changes to the layout of existing trails that go outside of the existing corridor, or
changes to visitor use and management designations (bike only, hike only, directional, etc.).
These types of changes require an amendment to this plan.
•
•

•
•

Amendments will require additional planning and documentation prior to
implementation.
Planning and documentation should consider compatibility with this plan, visitor
experience, environmental factors, and compatibility with applicable conservation
easements.
Additional public input should be considered, at the discretion of Clear Creek County
Staff and the Clear Creek County Open Space Commission.
Amendments should be reviewed and approved by the Clear Creek County Open Space
Commission, with concurrence from conservation easement holders (if applicable).
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Master Plan Update
Over a longer time period, substantial changes to the guiding objectives, visitor use goals, and
overall management of this trail system may be needed. This could potentially result from
changes to visitor use patterns and preferences, significant changes or additions to the land area
available for this trail system, significant changes to environmental or land management
conditions (such as a catastrophic wildfire), or simply because this plan has become dated.
These types of changes would restore an update of this master plan.
•
•

•
•

Plan updates will require comprehensive, system-wide planning and documentation to
identify issues, opportunities and changed circumstances.
Plan updates should consider compatibility with and changes from the overall guidance
in this plan, visitor experience, environmental factors, and compatibility with applicable
conservation easements.
The update process should include partner, stakeholder, and public input.
Updates to this plan should be approved by the Clear Creek County Open Space
Commission, with concurrence from conservation easement holders.
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Implementation Recommendations
Trail Layout and Design
Trail design is both a technical and a creative process. A skilled trail designer will have a feel for
the land and an eye for the corridors that can become high quality trail alignments. A highquality trail will achieve some of the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Grade: Maintain an average grade of no more than 8-10%, and not exceeding 18% for
short distances.
Placement: Place trails on a contour along the side of hills; avoid steep fall-line
locations and flat terrain.
Flow: Design trails to have a subtle rhythm of twists, turns, ups and downs that is
consistent with the landscape and terrain (often referred to as “trail flow”).
Texture: Design trails to have a level of texture and ruggedness that is consistent with
the surrounding terrain and desired level of difficulty.
Resource Sensitivity: Provide a connection to nature, while minimizing impacts to
sensitive environmental resources.
Views: Provide interesting views and visual character along the trail corridor, with
access to key view points along the route.
Trail Anchors: Use vegetation, rocks, terrain, and other natural features to “anchor”
the trail corridor corral users on the trail and reduce bike speeds.
Experience: Provide the visitor with a continuous sense of variety, discovery, and
forward progress; trails that are too circuitous or meandering will result in shortcutting
and social trail development.
Conflict Management: Limit the speed of cyclists and potential user conflicts by
limiting excessive grades, providing clear sightlines around turns, using choke points
(rocks and logs that narrow the trail) and designing trails that are interesting to the rider
rather than fast.

High quality trails that are integrated into the landscape appear as though they were discovered,
rather than built.
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Phasing
Implementation of this trail plan is bundled into four phases, the first of which has already been
completed. These phases are intended to facilitate project scheduling, sequencing, and
fundraising efforts. Phases are not intended to be rigid and can be adapted over time to respond
to new opportunities or changing conditions.
Table 4. Trail Construction Phasing
Segment ID

Approximate
Length (Feet)
Phase 1 – South Meadow
A
2,920
B
410
Subtotal
3,330
Phase 2 – South Zone Loops

Approximate
Length (Miles)

Construction
Difficulty

Average Cost

0.6
0.1
0.6

Completed (partial)
Completed (partial)

n/a
n/a

1
2,900
0.5
Low
$
2
2,000
0.4
Low to Moderate
$$
3
3,200
0.6
Moderate to High
$$$
4
6,200
1.2
High
$$$
5
950
0.2
Low
$
6
3,800
0.7
Moderate to High
$$$
7
3,700
0.7
Low
$
Subtotal
22,750
4.3
Phase 3 – Ridge Zone Loops
8
4,600
0.9
Moderate to High
$$$
9
3,500
0.7
Moderate
$$
10
2,400
0.5
Low to Moderate
$$
11
4,400
0.8
Moderate
$$
12
8,200
1.6
Moderate to High
$$$
Subtotal
23,100
4.4
Phase 4 – Canyon Zone Connections
13
15,300
2.9
Moderate to High
$$$
14
10,000
1.9
Moderate to High
$$$
15
3,500
0.7
Moderate to High
$$$
Subtotal
28,800
5.5
Trail System Total
Total
77,980
14.8
Note: Segment lengths are estimated for planning purposes. Actual lengths will vary based on final
design and construction.

Phase 1 – South Meadow
Phase 1 was completed in September 2017, and included:
•
•
•

Installation of temporary parking area and temporary signs at the Floyd Hill Trailhead
Construction of 3,410 feet of new singletrack trail through the south meadow
Installation of several Carsonite posts for basic wayfinding
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Phase 2 – South Zone Loops
Phase 2 is proposed to include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design and construction of trails 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 to provide access to the south
ridgeline and three trail loops
Implementation of optional lines along Trail 4
Obliteration of two track road that is not otherwise used for trails or administrative
access
Improvements to the Floyd Hill Trailhead
Signage in place for trailhead and completed trails
Anticipated timeframe: 2018-2019

Phase 3 – Ridge Zone Loops
Phase 3 is proposed to include:
•
•
•
•

Design and construction of trails 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 to provide additional loops and
opportunities along the central ridge line
Implementation of optional lines along trails 8 and 10
Signage in place for completed trails
Anticipated timeframe: 2019-2020

Phase 4 – Canyon Zone Connections
Phase 4 is proposed to include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corridor determination and trail options for Lone Star area
Determination of options for JCOS connections to Peaks to Plains Trail
Consultation with CPW to minimize wildlife impacts
Design and construction of trails 13, 14, and 15
Design and construction of potential JCOS connection trail
Improvements to the Lone Star parking area and access point
Signage in place for completed trails
Anticipated timeframe: 2019-2022
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Note: Trails in the Clear Creek Canyon
area – (Segments 12-15 and a
potential JCOS connection) – will be
finalized in the future to minimize
wildlife impacts

Trail Phasing Plan
P Parking

13

Easy Trail
Intermediate Trail

P

Advanced Trail
Hiking-Only Trail

11

15

14

10

12

Alternate Line Area

8

Directional Bike Trail
Existing/Future Peaks to Plains Trail

6

Potential Connection to JCOS
Proposed Phasing
1

3

Segment ID

7

Phase 1 – Existing Trails
Phase 2 Trails

1

Phase 3 Trails
Phase 4 Trails

2

P

4

5

9

Segment
ID

Length
(ft)

Construction
Difficulty

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

3,400
2,000
3,200
6,200
960
3,800
3,700
4,600
7,100
2,400
4,400
8,600
16,300
4,800
4,000

Easy
Easy to Moderate
Moderate to Hard
Hard
Easy
Moderate to Hard
Easy
Moderate to Hard
Moderate
Easy to Moderate
Moderate
Moderate to Hard
Moderate to Hard
Moderate to Hard
Moderate to Hard
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Construction Techniques
The most common techniques for constructing natural surface trails is by hand, by machine, or a
hybrid approach, described below. Implementation of this trail plan will likely use each of these
approaches, depending on location, difficulty, timing, and funding sources.

Hand Construction
The traditional way to construct natural surface trails is with hand tools to excavate the
backslope, shape the trail tread, and finish the details of the trail. Commonly-used tools include
the McLeod, mattocks, hard rakes and shovels. Steel bars, slings, and other tools can also be
used to move or maneuver large rocks. Hand construction is time consuming and can be
difficult in some types of terrain (including rocky areas or thickly vegetated grassland), but often
results in a more intimate and natural looking trail. Hand construction is most effective when
many individuals (through organized groups or volunteer projects) work together to build a
section of trail. It is also the preferred technique in situations where a sensitive or precise touch
is necessary to meet objectives.

Machine Construction
Machine-built trail is the preferred method for most land management agencies and
professional trail contractors. The backslope is excavated and the trail tread is shaped using
mechanized equipment, usually a small excavator or dozer that are narrow enough for trail
construction. The bucket of an excavator can also be a powerful tool in moving rocks and
boulders into position. Some amount of finishing work with hand tools is usually required to
give the trail its final shape, tread, and drainage. Machine construction is much more efficient
than hand construction, and can result in high-quality trails with a skilled and experienced
operator. However, machine-built trails usually have less of a natural and intimate feel in the

New machine-built trail.
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first few years after construction. Over time, trail compaction, backslope sloughing, and
revegetation will allow the trail to “rough-in” to a more natural feel.

Hybrid Construction
A hybrid technique using both machine and hand construction can take advantage of the best of
both approaches. A machine is used to excavate the backslope and cut the rough trail tread,
while hand tools are used to shape the tread and drainage. If sufficient hand labor and tools are
available, this hybrid approach can improve efficiency by focusing machines on the initial
excavation, while maintaining a more intimate feel of hand built trails. This method can also be
satisfying for volunteers, who can spend more energy on the trail shaping and final finish and
less time on the tread excavation.

Construction Costs
Anticipated costs for trail construction are summarized in Table 5. These costs are based on
current trends and figures from recent trail construction projects, and are based on assumed
cost for professional trail contractors. Expenses and cost savings associated with staff time,
volunteer efforts, and partnerships are not accounted for in these estimates.
Table 5. Summary of Typical Construction Costs
Trail Element
Tread Construction
Low difficulty
Moderate difficulty
High difficulty
Extreme/special difficulty
Trail Structures
Structured climbing turn/switchback
Trail bridge
Retaining wall
Signs
Trailhead kiosk
Wayfinding sign
Informational sign (small)
Informational sign (large)

Unit

Average Cost

Per foot
Per foot
Per foot
Per foot

$4
$6
$15
$30

Each
Per foot
Square foot

$3,000
$1,000
$40

Each
Each
Each
Each

$3,500
$200
$250
$1,500

Additional implementation may include the following tasks, many of which would require
additional professional services and associated costs:
•
•
•

Trail layout and design
Construction documents
Contractor selection

•
•
•
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Construction management
Environmental surveys and permitting
Boundary survey
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Resource Protection Measures
The following resource protection and stewardship measures should be considered and
integrated into the trail design, construction, and management processes.

Noxious weed management
The prevention and management of noxious weeds should be considered in any trail
construction or closure project. Noxious weeds are aggressive, non-native plant species that
threaten the integrity of the native ecosystem and are designated for management or
eradiation. Several noxious weed species are present in the study area, and the Floyd Hill parcel
has several infestations of musk thistle, spotted knapweed, and Dalmatian toadflax (ERO 2017).
Trail construction can contribute to the spread of weeds by providing a corridor of newlydisturbed soil where native plants have been removed, trampled, or otherwise compromised.
These corridors provide an opportunity for weeds to colonize new areas. To reduce the
potential for weed infestation associated with trails, the following guidelines should be used:
•
•
•

Identify and control known infestations of noxious weeds
Minimize unnecessary disturbances to native vegetation
Construct new trail from native communities moving towards weedy areas, to avoid
spreading weed seeds during construction
• Wash equipment before moving from weedy areas to weed-free areas
• Disperse “spoils” (dirt removed from trail construction) over a broad area to avoid piles
that bury native vegetation and provide a foothold for weeds
In sensitive areas with high-quality native vegetation, consider transporting spoils away from the
work area to minimize the trail’s footprint.

Migratory Bird Nest Protection
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) protects migratory birds, including raptors, and active
nest sites for most of the bird species found in Colorado. The MBTA prohibits the removal or
destruction of active bird nests, nestlings, or eggs. Habitat disturbing activities (e.g., tree
removal, grubbing, grading) should be conducted in the non-breeding season (August through
February) to avoid impacts to migratory bird nests, including ground-nesting species. Similar to
the MBTA, the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act includes several additional prohibitions,
including molestation or disturbance to those species.

Rare Plant Surveys
Ground surveys of rare or sensitive plants and plant communities – in areas where potentially
suitable habitat exists – should be conducted along proposed trail alignment corridors prior to
final design and construction. Within the study area, potential habitat exists in south-facing
shrubland areas, based on the findings in similar habitats in nearby areas (CNHP 2012). Surveys
of potential habitat areas can be limited to the proposed trail corridor, but should be conducted
during the time of year when plants are growing, flowering, or are otherwise evident.
Rare plant surveys are not a legal or regulatory requirement, but are a best practice to minimize
impacts to open space and ecological values within the study area. If rare plants are discovered
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within a proposed trail corridor, it does not necessarily mean that a trail segment cannot move
forward. Instead, adjustments to the trail design or additional mitigation measures can be used
to avoid or minimize impacts.

Archaeological and Historical Resource Protection
The location of study area at the gateway to Clear Creek County, combined with the
transportation and mining history of the area, has contributed to a long history of human use in
the area with many known and perhaps unknown archaeological and historical resources. While
these resources are important for scientific research, education, and interpretation, they are
also vulnerable to degradation, vandalism, and theft. To protect the known and yet-unknown
cultural resources in the study area, consider the following management guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimize direct identification of archeological sites and resources. These are best
protected in place by being relatively unknown to the general public.
Evaluate trail projects for cultural material that may be adversely affected. Mitigate
adverse effects as appropriate.
Develop interpretive signs and programs to tell the human story of the landscape,
emphasizing sites and features that are not vulnerable to vandalism or theft.
Allow and encourage ongoing research by qualified scientists to further identify and
better understand the resources, their management, and their protection.
Monitor all known sites on a routine basis to identify resource degradation, vandalism,
or new opportunities.
Consult with local tribal groups on the protection and treatment of cultural modified
trees, stone circles, and rock art as these resources may potentially be considered
sacred to federally recognized tribes.
Formally document and research the most significant resources on county property by
completing appropriate Colorado Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation forms
and securing official determinations of eligibility for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places.

It should be noted that without a federal nexus (e.g., federal funding or approval), future
projects – including the implementation of this trail plan – do not legally require compliance
with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. Until the involvement of a federal
nexus, all cultural resource management is considered due diligence and best practices, and the
county is not obligated to complete cultural resource studies, surveys or reports.

Environmental Permitting
Implementation of this Master Plan may require compliance with or permitting from the several
federal environmental and resource protection laws. These include:
•
•
•
•

Wetland permitting under Section 404(b)(1) of the Clean Water Act
Threatened and endangered species consultation under the Endangered Species Act
Cultural resource consultation under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation
Act
MBTA compliance (described above)
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Besides MBTA compliance, implementation of this trail plan is not expected to require any
additional environmental permitting, based on resource conditions that are known at this time.
However, specific permitting requirements, sequencing, and coordination strategies should still
be considered for each phase of implementation.

Trail System Management
Maintenance
All trails require regular and routine maintenance to remove hazards, maintain proper drainage,
mitigate erosion, and repair structures. The following guidelines should be considered for the
long-term stewardship of this trail system:
•
•
•
•
•

Good stewardship begins with good design – design and construct trails properly to
reduce long-term maintenance needs
Monitor all trails at least once per year to identify and map problem areas and develop a
work plan to address them
Immediately address issues that are unsafe for visitors or could lead to other, more
significant issues
Document reports from visitors and address issues based on their importance and
severity
Utilize county trail crews and volunteers to address routine maintenance and special
projects, matching the task to the level of skill, interest, and commitment of the
individuals being used

Routine maintenance includes: clearing and shaping grade reversals and drains, removing loose
rocks, clearing vegetation within the trail tread, and light repairs to armored sections or other
trail features. For any given section of trail, routine maintenance is necessary every 2 to 3 years
(if the trail was properly built in the first place).
Special projects include short reroutes, social trail closures, new rock armoring areas, optional
line construction, and other retrofits to the system. For any given section of trail, these types of
special projects should be expected every 4 to 6 years.

Emergency Access
As with any trail system supporting outdoor recreation, accidents and severe illnesses will
happen within the system. While most injured or sick visitors will make their way back to the
trailhead, some will require emergency response and rescue. Potential motorized access routes
to facilitate emergency response and rescue can be considered in two locations:
1. Existing two track road extending from the Floyd Hill trail northwest, crossing adjacent
private property
2. Existing two track road on private property extending from US 40 to the top of the
south ridge
These routes are shown on the following map. Due to the rugged terrain and lack of roads, no
other motorized access is available into the system.
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In the event of an emergency, the primary authority over the emergency response is the Clear
Creek County Sheriff Department (CCCSD) and the Clear Creek Fire Authority (CCFA). The CCFA
maintains the Floyd Hill Fire Station on US 40, about ½ mile east of the Floyd Hill Trailhead.
Figure 13. Emergency Access

During the implementation process, Clear Creek County should work with private landowners to
establish emergency access protocols. In addition, work closely with the CCSD and CCFA to be
sure they understand the trail system, the types of accidents that may occur, and appropriate
motorized and non-motorized access routes.

Law Enforcement
Clear Creek County Open Space staff do not have law enforcement authority. Violations of open
space regulations and illegal activity will be referred to the CCCSD.
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Segment 1

Segment 2

Segment 3

Segment 4

Approximate Length: 2,900 feet
Visitor Difficulty: Easy
Construction Difficulty: Low
Trail Class: 3
Special Management: None
Approximate Length: 2,000 feet
Visitor Difficulty: Intermediate
Construction Difficulty: Low to Moderate
Trail Class: 3
Special Management: Hiking-only

From the end of the existing meadow trail, this trail continues to gently climb to the
north through meadows and forests. Near the northwest property boundary, the trail
reaches a small outcrop where it begins a series of turns to meet a small meadow. From
the meadow, the trail climbs back to the south to reach an existing two-track road.

Approximate Length: 3,200 feet
Visitor Difficulty: Intermediate
Construction Difficulty: Moderate to High
Trail Class: 3
Special Management: None

From the existing section of two-track road and trail junction, this trail climbs along an
existing miner’s trail to the north before starting a series of turns and switchbacks to
ascend to the top of the ridge. Trail grades are steep in places (up to 10 percent, average
with short sections of up to 18 percent) to navigate the terrain and provide a direct
connection to the ridge line. The terrain is dominated by open forest and small rock
outcrops. At the top of the ridge, this trail follows a relatively flat contour among the
multiple rock outcrops that provide rest and viewing areas for visitors.
This trail is a bike-only directional trail that is intended for intermediate to advanced
mountain bikers. From the top of the ridge, it bends and contours across the upper
slope, with multiple turns, to reach a vertical spine characterized by rocky outcrops,
slabs, and scattered trees. The main trail descends along this spine as it twists and turns
through numerous insloped turns, taking advantage of breaks and benches in the terrain.
Multiple advanced optional lines follow more direct and aggressive grades utilizing rock
outcrops, slabs, and benches. Towards the bottom of the slope, the trail meanders to the
east to descend a dry gully through a series of swoops and turns. At the bottom of the
slope, the grades moderate as the trail approaches the beginner loop (Segment 5) and
the trailhead.

Approximate Length: 6,200 feet
Visitor Difficulty: Intermediate, advanced
optional lines
Construction Difficulty: High
Trail Class: 3
Special Management: Bike-only directional

This segment consists primarily of a new re-route to bypass an existing two-track road.
Grades are moderate to steep, making it more suitable as a hiking-only trail. The existing
road through the reroute area should be decommissioned and revegetated.
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Segment 5

Segment 6

Segment 7

Segment 8

Approximate Length: 950 feet
Visitor Difficulty: Easy
Construction Difficulty: Low
Trail Class: 3
Special Management: None
Approximate Length: 3,800 feet
Visitor Difficulty: Advanced
Construction Difficulty: Moderate to High
Trail Class: 2
Special Management: None

Approximate Length: 3,700 feet
Visitor Difficulty: Intermediate
Construction Difficulty: Low
Trail Class: 3
Special Management: None

Approximate Length: 4,600 feet
Visitor Difficulty: Intermediate, advanced
alt. lines
Construction Difficulty: Moderate to High
Trail Class: 3
Special Management: Optional lines

This trail is a short loop intended for kids and other beginner mountain bikers and short
hikes. From midway up the existing meadow trail, this trail follows a gently descending
contour before looping back south towards the trailhead. This trail is intended to be fun
and rewarding for entry-level mountain bikers, with forgiving swoops and turns and lowconsequence trail features (e.g., rock lines or wood platforms). The junction with the
longer downhill trail (Segment 4) must be carefully designed to ensure a safe merging of
the two trails (e.g., high visibility, signage and parallel routes for a certain length).
The purpose of this segment is to provide a contour route to the ridge zone without
climbing up and over the south ridgeline. In addition, this trail provides access to the
large north-facing rock formation and overlook (“The Aqueduct”). From the existing two
track road of Segment 2, this trail continues north along a contour that goes over and
through several rock outcrops, before reaching the top the outcrop and viewpoint. From
the viewpoint this trail continues to gently climb along the contour to the east, through
dense forest and rocky areas to reach a flat bench on the ridgeline where it intersects
with Segments 7, 8 and 9.
From the ridge zone intersection with Segments 6, 8 and 9, this segment provides the
main connection back to the south ridgeline. Most of this trail climbs to the southwest
through dense “doghair” forest to reach to the south ridgeline and Segment 3. This trail
is less interesting from a visitor perspective, but it is a very important component of the
overall trail system.

From the intersection with Segments 6, 7 and 9, this trail gently descends to the east,
along the north aspect of the ridgeline. It traverses around and through several rocky
outcrops and benches, providing multiple opportunities for optional trail lines adjacent
to the main trail corridor. After multiple outcrops, benches, and saddles in the ridgeline,
this trail terminates at a prominent viewpoint at the eastern crown of the ridge.
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Segment 9

Segment 10

Segment 11

Segment 12

Approximate Length: 3,500 feet
Visitor Difficulty: Intermediate
Construction Difficulty: Moderate
Trail Class: 3
Special Management: None

This trail is part of the regional spine connection, and is the primary return route from
the northern and eastern ridgelines to the south access points. It follows a gentle
contour along the south aspect of the ridgeline, crossing through open shrubland before
climbing in a sequence of turns placed among multiple interesting rock outcrops. Grades
are intended to be moderate (5 to 8 percent), making this the primary regional corridor
for all visitors and uphill route for mountain bikers.

Approximate Length: 2,400 feet
Visitor Difficulty: Intermediate, advanced
optional lines
Construction Difficulty: Easy to Moderate
Trail Class: 3
Special Management: Optional lines

From a midpoint along Segment 8 and the north aspect of the ridgeline, this trail gently
descends to the north as it twists and turns through open forest and rocky outcrops to
reach a secondary ridgeline and flat bench that extends to the north. Rock outcrops and
slabs provide several opportunities for advanced optional lines along an otherwise
intermediate trail.

Approximate Length: 4,400 feet
Visitor Difficulty: Intermediate
Construction Difficulty: Moderate
Trail Class: 3
Special Management: None

This trail provides the primary contour route from the north ridgeline bench, around the
base of the east ridge and back to the west/south (via Segment 9). From the north
ridgeline bench, this trail follows a contour through thick forests and rocky terrain.
Further east, the terrain and views open up substantially and this segment climbs along
the base of the east ridgeline to meet Segment 9.

Approximate Length: 8,200 feet
Visitor Difficulty: Advanced
Construction Difficulty: Moderate to High
Trail Class: 2
Special Management: None

This trail is intended to provide a challenging and adventurous tour through the rugged
terrain along the canyon walls. From an intermediate ridgeline along Segment 6, this trail
descends to the north making its way in around and through thick forests and rock
outcrops. After picking its way around another rocky ridge, the trail begins to climb back
to the east in more moderate forested terrain to eventually reach the primary north
ridge and bench, and the intersection with Segments 10, 11, and 13.
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Segment 13

Segment 14

Segment 15

Approximate Length: 15,300 feet
Visitor Difficulty: Intermediate
Construction Difficulty: Moderate to High
Trail Class: 3
Special Management: Hiking-only

Approximate Length: 10,000 feet
Visitor Difficulty: Advanced
Construction Difficulty: Moderate to High
Trail Class: 3
Special Management: None
Approximate Length: 3,500 feet
Visitor Difficulty: Advanced
Construction Difficulty: Moderate to High
Trail Class: 2
Special Management: Hiking only

This trail is intended to be a hiking-only route from the Oxbow Trailhead. From the
Peaks to Plains Trail in the Tunnel 5 Oxbow, this segment climbs aggressively through
rock outcrops and forest to reach the old wagon road about 150 vertical feet above the
canyon bottom. The trail follows the old wagon road to the east for a short distance,
before climbing again to the south through open forests with more gentle grades. After a
substantial elevation gain, this trail follows a gentle contour to the west, ultimately
reaching the north ridge area and the intersection with trail Segments 10, 11, and 12.
The upper portions of this segment should be considered as a multi-use regional
connection to JCOS lands to the east (see below).
From the Lone Star Mine site along US 6 and the future Peaks to Plains Trail, this
segment climbs through dense forest and rock outcrops to reach Segment 12 high in the
canyon. While this corridor is dominated by steep and rocky terrain, it is primarily
intended to use moderate grades whenever possible to maintain accessibility to all
visitors, including bikes. If other options for a trail become available on adjacent private
land (see below), this corridor may also be suitable for a separate downhill -oriented trail
for mountain bikes.
From the Lone Star Mine site, this segment is a hiking trail that explores the boulders and
cliffs above the canyon before connecting back to Segment 14. With many steps, slabs,
and tight turns, this trail is intended to provide an adventurous experience that gives
visitors an intimate sense of the rugged terrain.

